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2018 PRL → today

[PRL 121, 022003 (2018)]

=⇒ 2.6% uncertainty

Full program of computations to improve total uncertainties:

I Approx 4× stats on 48I and 64I ensembles for VV correlator

I Additional lattice spacing around a−1 = 2.7 GeV
w/ per-mille stats for short/middle windows

I Distillation exclusive study, improved bounding method, FV study

I QED corrections to MΩ scale setting

I Isospin-symmetric disconnected diagram improvements

I Improve QED+SIB contributions w/ HLbL data
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Diagrams – Isospin limit 2

with C(t) = 1
3

P
~x

P
j=0,1,2hJj(~x, t)Jj(0)i. With appro-

priate definition of wt, we can therefore write

aµ =
X

t

wtC(t) . (4)

The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
smaller than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10.

We tune the bare up, down, and strange quark masses
mup, mdown, and mstrange such that the ⇡0, ⇡+, K0, and
K+ meson masses computed in our calculation agree with
the respective experimental measurements [14]. The lat-
tice spacing is determined by setting the �� mass to
its experimental value. We perform the calculation as a
perturbation around an isospin-symmetric lattice QCD
computation [15, 16] with two degenerate light quarks
with mass mlight and a heavy quark with mass mheavy

tuned to produce a pion mass of 135.0 MeV and a kaon
mass of 495.7 MeV [17]. The correlator is expanded in
the fine-structure constant ↵ as well as �mup, down =
mup, down � mlight, and �mstrange = mstrange � mheavy.
We write

C(t) = C(0)(t) + ↵C
(1)
QED(t) +

X

f

�mfC
(1)
�mf

(t)

+ O(↵2,↵�m,�m2) , (5)

where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e�ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e�ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the �� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e�ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
in QCD.
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Figure 6: Displacement probability for 48c run 1.

(a) V (b) S (c) T (d) D1 (e) D2

(f) F (g) D3

Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.
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FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-
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Figure 8: Mass-counterterm diagrams for mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon
diagrams. Diagram M gives the valence, diagram R the sea quark mass shift
e�ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.

Diagrams – QED corrections

and fit d�.
red For the finite-volume errors, the two-pion states in d are identical to the

I = 1 contributions of c and can be calculated using the GSL estimate which
we use for c. For the omega-related finite-volume errors, I will take the fitted
d� and E� and use this as the full result at finite-volume and compare it to
a GS model with omega mass from the fitted E� and width from the PDG
in infinite-volume. I should also compare this to R-ratio results for the I = 0
channel.

Do this entire exercise for 24ID and 32ID to estimate discretization errors.

4 QED and SIB diagrams

We will perform a full first-principles calculation of all O(↵) and O(mu � md)
corrections. The corresponding list of diagrams is given in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Ensembles
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(light con.)

I Additional ensembles compared to 2018 — all physical Mπ

I Third lattice spacing 96I

I Two actions:
I Iwasaki(I) ensembles for continuum study
I Iwasaki+DSDR(ID) ensembles for studying FV corrections
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Improved Bounding Method - 48I
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Bounding @ 3.0 fm: 1.3% rel. unc. (total)
Imp. bounding @ 1.7 fm: 0.6% rel. unc. (total)

0.4% (stat), 0.4% (scale setting)

I Improved bounding method on 48I, 64I
=⇒ stats improvement to light quark long distance

I Distillation FV study on 24ID, 32ID
=⇒ explicit calculation of FV spectrum
=⇒ MLLGS FV correction
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QED from HLbL Data
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Diagrams – Isospin limit 2
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The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
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tice spacing is determined by setting the �� mass to
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where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e�ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e�ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the �� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e�ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
in QCD.
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Figure 6: Displacement probability for 48c run 1.
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Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.
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FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.
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Figure 8: Mass-counterterm diagrams for mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon
diagrams. Diagram M gives the valence, diagram R the sea quark mass shift
e�ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.
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separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-
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Figure 8: Mass-counterterm diagrams for mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon
diagrams. Diagram M gives the valence, diagram R the sea quark mass shift
e�ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.

Diagrams – QED corrections
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I = 1 contributions of c and can be calculated using the GSL estimate which
we use for c. For the omega-related finite-volume errors, I will take the fitted
d� and E� and use this as the full result at finite-volume and compare it to
a GS model with omega mass from the fitted E� and width from the PDG
in infinite-volume. I should also compare this to R-ratio results for the I = 0
channel.

Do this entire exercise for 24ID and 32ID to estimate discretization errors.

4 QED and SIB diagrams

We will perform a full first-principles calculation of all O(↵) and O(mu � md)
corrections. The corresponding list of diagrams is given in Figs. 1 and 2.
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1024 prop/cfg × 69 cfg O(400) combo/cfg × 11 cfg

[48I] [32ID]

I 2018: M = 50 prop/cfg × 30 cfg total, 48I

I today: M = 1024 prop/cfg (2048 for 32ID)
× O(30) cfg from [PRL 124 (2020)]

I many ensembles available (48I, 64I, 24ID, 32ID, 32IDfine, 48ID)

I left: diagram F, full statistics

I right: partial statistics for (diag V,S)
plan for all ≈ M2 combos × O(30) cfg

I plot credit: M. Bruno
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Plan going forward

I New method for studying charm sea quark effects

I Results to appear in update paper

I We aim for a 2+1+1 calculation

Next release:

I Keep analysis blind and have different independent analysis groups

I Updated window quantities as soon as our sea-quark effects study completes,
should appear still this summer

I By end of year, publish a complete analysis of total aµ, which we expect to yield
a target uncertainty of O(5× 10−10) [∼ 0.7% rel. unc.]

Long-term plan:

I Computing proposals submitted that, if approved, should allow for
a reduction of stat+syst uncertainties to O(2× 10−10) [∼ 0.3%] by 2023/24.

I This will include the generation + measurement on a 4 GeV 2+1+1 lattice.
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Summarized updates since 2018

I Distillation exclusive study/Improved Bounding for control of long distance tail

I Re-analysis of HLbL pt src data for conn+disc QED diagrams,
should reduce total unc to < 2× 10−10 for QED contrib

I New data for isospin-symmetric disc diagrams
w/ much higher stats & multiple lattice spacings

I Results for diagram M and O through calculations at various different valence
masses for the isospin symmetric connected and disconnected diagrams.

I Approx 4x stats on 48I and 64I ensembles for VV correlator

I Additional lattice spacing around a−1 = 2.7 GeV
w/ per-mille stats for short/middle windows

I QED corrections to MΩ scale setting included

I Just completing:
Sea quark effects study for sea mass mistuning, SIB+QED subleading diagrams,
AND inclusion of effects from sea charm quarks!

We aim for a 2+1+1 calculation
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Distillation Exclusive Study - 48I
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Left: aµ integrand, Right: ratio reconstruction/local vector

I Exclusive study incl. Vµ, 2π, 4π

I Operator improvement on 2π

I Good control of long distance tail

I 6 state =⇒ 1σ consistent for t ≥ 16a ∼ 1.7 fm
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